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INTO THE RING
Top medal prospects
for the Olympics and
Paralympics at Tokyo
2020 -- Kevin Sanjaya
Sukamuljo, Chen Long
and Valeska Knoblauch.
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EDITORIAL

Stage set for
Olympics of hope
For the last 18 months or so, the world
has battled a pandemic, and athletes have
been affected like everyone else.
But as we have gained the upper hand
over the coronavirus thanks to the efforts
of scientists, vaccine makers and frontline
personnel, we are on the cusp of staging
the Olympic and Paralympic Games.
This time, its significance goes far beyond sport.
It stands as a beacon of hope for everyone
struggling to get their lives back on track.
All of you who have qualified for Tokyo 2020 can
be proud, for this is an exceptional achievement.

Poul-Erik Høyer
BWF President

Being part of an Olympics and Paralympics as a
participant is a rare opportunity and an honour,
and these memories will be with you for a life time.
Regardless of whether you win a medal or not,
you can tell future generations: “I was there!”
For our Paralympians, it is extra special. A
debut appearance on the Paralympics sports
programme. The Para badminton community
has waited years for this, and the occasion
will be all the sweeter when on 1 September
2021 the very first shuttlecock at a Paralympic
Games competition will be struck.
Winning a medal is of course what drives
competition, and my warmest wishes are there for
each one of you at the Olympics and Paralympics.
For many months, hundreds of people,
directly and indirectly, have worked towards
making these events possible. Now the stage
is set for you to do what you do best.
It will no doubt be a unique Games atmosphere,
unlike any before it, but I encourage you all to
embrace it, and to share your experiences with your
friends, family and fans cheering you on from afar.

Continued on Page 3

Kento Momota (left),
Lucas Mazur and
Faustine Noel from
France are set to make
their debuts in Tokyo.
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Palak Kohli (SU5) from
India will make her
debut at the Tokyo 2020
Paralympics this summer.

Korea’s Kim Jungjun
(WH2) is a four-time world
champion in men’s singles.

Continued from Page 2
A big congratulations to the Tokyo Organising Committee of
the Olympic and Paralympic Games and the International
Olympic Committee for an extraordinary effort under
immense pressure and extreme circumstances to
ready Tokyo and surrounding areas for both Games.
Many challenges for sure still lie ahead, but you have
showed great planning and capabilities to deliver a
COVID-19 safe environment for all. All the best to
the organisers, volunteers and people of Tokyo.
Lastly, badminton and Para badminton players are
renowned for fair play, and Tokyo 2020 will be another
occasion where you show the world that while you are
tough competitors, you compete in the best spirit of sport.
I’m sure you will do the sport and your nation
proud. Stay safe, enjoy the occasion, and
the best of luck for your matches.

Poul-Erik Høyer
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Stiff draw for
Tai, Minions
Women’s Singles

BWF conducted the much-awaited draws for
Tokyo 2020 on Thursday 8 July at the National
Badminton Centre in Milton Keynes, England.
BWF Council member Nora Perry, Olympic bronze
medallist Simon Archer, and Para badminton
international players Daniel Bethell and Jack
Shephard helped pick the draw, which
was compered by Howard Bentham.

Tai Tzu Ying doesn’t yet have a medal at any World
Championships or Olympics, and will want to
set right that anomaly at Tokyo 2020. But
the Chinese Taipei shuttler will have to
be on her guard at the very beginning,
for groupmate Qi Xuefei might pose a
problem or two. If she keeps her footing,
she will have a bye in the first round and then
a difficult quarterfinal clash with Ratchanok
Intanon (likely), or Gregoria Mariska Tunjung.

Men’s Singles
Among the early big-ticket clashes in
men’s singles is a potentially fascinating
faceoff between All England champion Lee
Zii Jia and defending champion Chen Long in the
first knockout round, assuming neither trips up in
their group. Both are in the lower half of the draw.
Other early knockout matches could feature Anders
Antonsen against Kantaphon
Wangcharoen
and Antony Sinisuka Ginting
against Kanta Tsuneyama.

Among the interesting early knockout round
matches could be Pusarla V Sindhu versus
Mia Blichfeldt, Beiwen Zhang versus He Bing
Jiao and Nozomi Okuhara against Michelle
Li. Top seed Chen Yu Fei is unlikely to be troubled in
her group; her quarterfinal could be against An Se
Young in what is the clash of the new generation, or
(less likely) against Busanan Ongbamrungphan.

Men’s Doubles

Top seed Kento Momota
couldn’t have asked
for a better draw; if he
tops his group as expected to, he is
likely to face either Sai Praneeth
or Ng Ka Long Angus in
the quarterfinals.

Chinese Taipei’s
Tai Tzu Ying in action
during the HSBC BWF
World Tour.

The second quarter could be closely fought; Viktor
Axelsen is favoured to go through,
but he might have to get past
Wang Tzu Wei first before
taking on either Jonatan
Christie or Shi Yu Qi
in the quarterfinals.

Men’s doubles top seeds Marcus Fernaldi Gideon
and Kevin Sanjaya Sukamuljo find themselves in
tricky Group A. The ‘Minions’ are with in-form pair
Wang Chi-Lin/Lee Yang, Ben Lane/Sean Vendy and
Satwiksairaj Rankireddy/Chirag Shetty. Wang/Lee
swept the Asian Leg in January, winning three titles in
three weeks, while the young and hungry Rankireddy/
Shetty too have had had good results in recent times.
Mohammad Ahsan/Hendra Setiawan will have
to be on top of their game in the group, as
they will have to contend with Aaron Chia/
Soh Wooi Yik and Choi Solgyu/Seo Seungjae.

Continued on Page 5
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Hirota and Fukushima (right)
play the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games on home soil.

Continued from Page 4
Like other Chinese players, Li Jun
Hui and Liu Yu Chen haven’t been
seen in international action for 16
months; their main challengers in
Group C will be Takeshi Kamura/Keigo
Sonoda and Mark Lamsfuss/Marvin
Seidel. European champions Vladimir
Ivanov/Ivan Sozonov are among the
dark horses in men’s doubles; their
groupmates in B, Hiroyuki Endo/
Yuta Watanabe and Kim Astrup/
Anders Skaarup Rasmussen will be
wary about the big-hitting Russians.

Women’s Doubles
Group D appears the most closelymatched, with second seeds Chen
Qing Chen/Jia Yi Fan having to
contend with TOYOTA Thailand Open
winners Kim Soyeong/Kong Heeyong,
Jongkolphan Kititharakul/Rawinda
Prajongjai and European champions
Stefani Stoeva/Gabriela Stoeva.
Top seeds Yuki Fukushima/Sayaka
Hirota in Group A will expect to be
severely tested in their group, as
they will have to deal with YONEX
Thailand Open champions Greysia
Polii/Apriyani Rahayu and Chow Mei
Kuan/Lee Meng Yean, the Malaysians
who have made the semifinals of
their last three events. Two-time
world champions Mayu Matsutomo/
Wakana Nagahara might be able to
breathe easier, but they will want to
avoid any slip-ups against the likes

of Rachel Honderich/Kristen Tsai
and Selena Piek/Cheryl Seinen.
Lee Sohee/Shin Seungchan are
favourites in Group C alongside
Du Yue/Li Yin Hui, but Maiken
Fruergaard/Sara Thygesen and Gronya
Somerville/Setayana Mapasa will
hope to throw up an upset or two.

Mixed Doubles
The last time Zheng Si Wei and Huang
Ya Qiong played an international
event, they crashed out in the second
round to Robin Tabeling/Selena Piek.
The top seeds will have to contend
with the Dutch yet again, in Group
A, alongside another dangerous
pair, Seo Seung Jae/Chae YuJung.
Group D is also close, with
Wang Yi Lyu/Huang Dong Ping
up against Denmark Open
champions Mark Lamsfuss/
Isabel Herttrich, Tang Chun Man/
Tse Ying Suet, and the experienced
Chan Peng Soon/Goh Liu Ying.

Ivanov and
Sozonov were
drawn in Group B.

Robin Tabeling and Selena Piek
will battle it out with the top
seeds in Tokyo.

Dechapol Puavaranukroh/Sapsiree
Taerattanachai, winners of all three
Asian Leg events in January, will
expect tough tests in Group B from
Thom Gicquel/Delphine Delrue and
Marcus Ellis/Lauren Smith; while
in Group C, Praveen Jordan/Melati
Daeva Oktavianti will have their hands
full against All England champions
Yuta Watanabe/Arisa Higashino and
Mathias Christiansen/Alexandra Boje.
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Mahmoud
nets a
first for
badminton
At Tokyo 2020, Aram Mahmoud will
make history for the sport as the
first ever refugee badminton player
to feature in the Olympic Games.

the Netherlands in 2015 following unrest
in his home country and has since April
2018 been playing under the Dutch flag.

The Syria-born shuttler was last month
selected as one of 29 members of
the IOC Refugee Olympic Team, which
will compete under the Olympic flag.

BWF wishes Mahmoud the best
of luck at the Games, where he
is in Group G with seventh seed
Jonatan Christie of Indonesia and
Singaporean Loh Kean Yew.

The 23-year-old world No.169 relocated to

Make yourself proud, Aram!

Busy end to 2021
Fasten your seatbelts, the second
half of the year promises to be
an exciting ride for badminton,
with as many as nine HSBC BWF
World Tour events planned.
There will also be an
unprecedented three Major
Championships in an Olympic
year, with the TotalEnergies BWF
World Championships 2021 in
Huelva, Spain concluding the
season in December.

Korea Open 2021
31 Aug-5 Sept
Yeosu City

YONEX
Taipei Open 2021
7-12 Sept
Taipei City

TotalEnergies BWF
Sudirman Cup
Finals 2021
26 Sept-3 Oct
Vantaa, Finland

TotalEnergies BWF
Thomas & Uber Cup
Finals 2020
9-17 Oct
Aarhus, Denmark

Macau Open 2021
2-7 Nov
Macau

YONEX
French Open 2021
26-31 Oct
Paris

VICTOR
Denmark Open 2021
19-24 Oct
Odense V

Syed Modi
International 2021
12-17 Oct
Lucknow

Indonesia Masters
2021
16-21 Nov
Bali

Indonesia Open
2021
23-28 Nov
Bali

HSBC BWF
World Tour Finals
1-5 Dec
Bali

TotalEnergies BWF
World Championships
2021
12-19 Dec
Huelva, Spain

Here’s what you can look forward
to over the next few months.
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Para badminton’s
profile set to soar
Nearly three decades ago, badminton made a momentous
leap when it was included in the Olympic programme at
Barcelona 1992. Since then, its popularity has exploded,
becoming one of the most-followed Olympic sports, and
establishing its presence all over the world.
A similarly enticing prospect awaits Para badminton with its
inclusion in the programme at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic
Games. There is little doubt that this step will turn into a
giant leap for the sport.
The announcement of Para badminton becoming one of the
22 sports at the Paralympics was made at an International
Paralympic Committee Governing Board meeting in London
in late January 2019. Further, it was confirmed that there
would be no change in the programme for Paris 2024. With
its immediate future on the Paralympic stage secure, Para
badminton can parade its wares on the biggest stage of all.
The sport has taken one vital step after another in
consolidating its popularity. International Para tournaments
started in the 1990s; the first World Championships
were held in 1998. In 2019 came a big moment for Para
badminton as the Para Badminton World Championships
were held alongside the World Championships – one of the
first such instances in sport.

Para badminton
world champions Jack
Shephard (SH6) and
Liu Yutong (WH2).

That event in Basel, Switzerland, provided a fillip for Para
badminton athletes. The attention that Para badminton
received in the aftermath of that tournament was evident, for
instance, in newly-crowned world champion Manasi Joshi’s
selection as a Next Generation Leader by TIME magazine
in October 2020, with the SL3 champion appearing on the
Asia cover of TIME and being featured in major publications
worldwide. That very month, on the International Day of the
Girl Child (11 October 2020), toymaker Mattel released a
Manasi Joshi-lookalike doll to inspire young girls, the first
such instance in badminton.
These developments, on and off the court, have helped
elevate Para badminton’s profile.
Now the stage is set for
90 athletes in six sport
classes to showcase
their talents and set
new benchmarks.
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AirBadminton
courts pop up
in China

The Badminton World Federation (BWF),
together with its Global Development Partner,
HSBC, are excited to announce that a
further eight new permanent AirBadminton
courts have been erected in Guangzhou
and Shenzhen as part of the AirBadminton
Community Project launched in 2019.

China, with 10 more to come this year.

game in China set to see this figure rise.

This is all part of the long-term plan to increase
accessibility to AirBadminton by transforming
under-utilised spaces and constructing
permanent AirBadminton courts in available
public areas for communities to use.

BWF Secretary General Thomas Lund said: “This is
the outcome of a lot of hard work by the BWF, our
partners HSBC, as well as the Chinese Badminton
Association and Guangzhou Sports Bureau.

There are now 15 AirBadminton courts in
total available for public use at universities,
neighbourhoods and sports complexes across

Some 45,000 community players have already
enjoyed the permanent AirBadminton facilities,
with an increased exposure to the new outdoor

“These courts are a fantastic pathway to
participation and we are glad to have the
commitment and vision of HSBC to help us make
badminton more accessible to more people.”
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#RaiseARacket
Campaign
With no spectators
at Tokyo 2020, BWF
launched a new fan
activation campaign
for the Olympics on
Monday, 19 July.
Players will
encourage their
fans to use
#RaiseARacket in the
text of their social
media posts.
Let’s #RaiseARacket
these Olympics.
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BADMINTON
VENUE:

PARA BADMINTON
VENUE:

Musashino Forest
Sports Plaza

Yoyogi National
Stadium

DATES:

DATES:

24 July-2 August

24 August-5 September

TRIVIA :

TRIVIA :

Hendra Setiawan could become the first shuttler
in Olympic history to medal 13 years apart,
having won men’s doubles gold with the late
Markis Kido at Beijing 2008.

MORE INFORMATION

olympics.bwfbadminton.com

At badminton’s debut Paralympic Games,
players will contest for 14 gold medals.

